
Tyndale University College & Seminary 
Joint Health & Safety Committee 

 

MINUTES 

Date:  March 20, 2013 
 
Location: Ballyconnor Boardroom 
 
Time:  10:00am  
 
Participants: Cynthia Yoon, Kathleen Steadman, Scott Rough, Brian Bertrim, Albert Villaruz, Matt Murray, Jessica 
Brisco, Tim Grace, Phil Kay 

Regrets: Becky Wismer 

 

ITEM MINUTES            ACTION 

1. Review of Minutes 
a. Minutes reviewed and accepted. 

INFO 

2. Accident and incident reports 
a. JB reported that 2 bandaids were given out at the Bayview campus since last meeting.  Reports 

from Ballyconnor campus included injuries during floor hockey.  This resulted in twisted 
appendages (i.e. knee/ankle/finger); icepacks and bandaids were given out.   

b. One student had an arm injury and was eventually taken to the hospital. 
c. SR reported there was an incident last night where a UC student passed out and went into 

seizure for 3 to 5 minutes.  911 was called.  As she regained consciousness, she wasn’t coherent. 
She only remembers getting into ambulance.  Fortunately she had her health card but this issue 
brings up needing access to medical info (which is discussed below.   See 4 d). 
 

INFO 

3. Inspection reports 
a. BB reported that no major issues has come up but did ask about if/when we need to inspect fire 

extinguishers with SOSJ gone; SR says we’ll start inspecting extinguishers now. 
b. MM asked how inspection schedules may expand once April starts; SR said that he and BB will 

inspect motherhouse while under construction and Eastern is responsible for areas in which 
they’re working as well.  In September, we’ll plan how to do inspections.  TG asked if this also 
meant inspecting more Bayview parking spaces; SR replied yes. 

c. SR mentioned about asking certain departments to park at particular parking lots to prevent 
students from parking near construction zones and to ensure there are adequate parking spots.  
Students will also be able to park in the parking lot closer to Bayview. 

d. CY raised the cleanliness issue of the gym again.  Wires and garbage were scattered on the stage, 
and brooms were scattered over the stairs.  This issue will formally go to Barry now as it has 
been noted in a few inspections at the last 2 JHSC meetings. 

e. MM asked about the level of security on the Bayview campus; SR said that cameras will be put 
up (external and internal) and door control this summer.  Current security company, 
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Commissioners will continue during the summer given their familiarity with the campus and will  
be replaced by Wincon in the fall.  Full perimeter checks at regular half-hour intervals, with 2 
guards (patrol + station) to start the following year. 

f. KS noticed during inspections at Bayview auditorium that the side corridor was impassable; she 
asked what will happen with the furniture being stored on stage.  SR said that we purchased the 
round tables but the Sisters will be taking the stacking chairs.  During the first few weeks in April, 
Facilities will go through entire building, stacking furniture correctly, and cleaning up. 
 

4. Action items and “In Progress” updates: 
a. WHMIS/H&S training for new employees:  

CY said that Nancy Dodsworth asked Larry Hopperton to develop an online WHMIS/H&S training 
module, similar to the AODA one.  SR and MM will plan how to implement a separate supervisor 
training.  CY said that the goal is to get every staff/faculty to complete the training.   A 
WHMIS/H&S, SUMMER STUDENT SESSION must be done due to the government grants received 
for student workers. 

b. H&S policy changes:  
SR reports that this is still a to-do item.  He will ask Nancy to amalgamate the 2 governing 
documents: terms of service and terms of reference, and actual policy so that we have proper 
documentation (i.e. how to vote in/out members). 

c. Prevention of Workplace Harassment Survey: 
CY brought our previous recommendations to Nancy who in turn brought it to Tyndale’s lawyer.  
CY will email the latest version, which includes the lawyer’s recommendations to JHSC. 

d. Access to medical/emergency info:   
MM reported that the meeting with Jason hasn’t happened yet but will continue trying to meet 
with him.  MM mentioned how those participating in any form of athletics are asked to complete 
and submit a waiver form but this is not being enforced.  In light of majority of Tyndale’s 
accident/incident reports being sports related, this needs to be addressed.  CY mentioned to 
include in the letter to Barry.  With residence info, they have a good system already but we need 
it to be accessible via Sharepoint.  SR recommended partnering with Barry to figure out how to 
collect medical info (i.e. at registration) and continuing to work with Jason.  PK suggested 
collecting that information during students’ 2nd semester.    CY suggested having a backup key for 
access to hard copies in the interim in the event the Residence Director is away.  TG talked with 
Jason, who suggested scanning a paper that will be categorized.  SR and CY suggested a database 
on Sharepoint would still be ideal without having to rely on paper.  MM said we also need to 
address collecting staff info.  CY mentioned the possibility of downloading the info HR has and 
uploading it onto Sharepoint.   System will still rely on people to update their information but 
better than nothing.  MM and PK will meet with Barry to start that conversation. 
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5. New Business 
a. New JHSC roles:  

MM has been voted in as new co-chair to replace CY; Staff Association approved.   With MM 
being co-chair, TG will maintain the health and safety website, and post a hard copy of the 
minutes in the Ballyconnor staff lounge as well.  For Bayview, a hard copy is sent to JB who then 
sends to Amy Stevens for posting. 

b. New inspection teams/rotation: 
SR adjusted teams.  TG will be partnered with PK.  BB will be the alternate.  SR will be partnered 
with BW.  Inspection forms are updated to reflect new teams. 
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6. Other Business  



a. PK said that during the B.Ed MTCU review, the issue of cultural sensitivity training came up since 
the review panel, themselves, are facing these issues.  Where does this issue fit at Tyndale?  For 
example, if a complaint was ever made about excluding an admissions applicant, do we have 
anything written down? PK said their recommendation is to have something written down 
somewhere for steps on how to address this.  CY said that MM & SR should work with Nancy on 
incorporating this to various applicable policies, particularly since they are being updated right 
now. (i.e. AODA, Prevention of Workplace Harassment, etc.) . 

b. CY asked BB if there was anything he learned from his recent JHSC training that we can improve 
on or changes we need to be aware of; BB reports that we’re doing well. 

c. MM asked if we need to reassess the size of the JHSC committee once we take over the Bayview 
campus.  SR mentioned the possibility of more JHSC members depending on how we want to do 
inspections and suggested maintenance do inspections.  CY mentioned the benefit of having 
“fresh eyes” doing inspections rather than maintenance staff. One idea was having maintenance 
staff do basic inspections, while JHSC does thorough ones.   

d. CY made us aware that the First Aid RA training that we used to do in Fall, is now being moved to 
April so no more end-of-Summer/Fall training with external trainer.  Be aware of personal 
expiration First Aid dates and train when necessary.  The Fall training is no longer an RA one but 
still may be required if there is enough staff/student workers who need it.  However, RAs will 
benefit from an in-house refresher in the Fall; SR/BB will help Shannon Loewen setup for training 
with Preston.   MM has to now update emergency list going forward. 

e. TG asked about the underground tank that was removed at Bayview.  SR said that initial TSSA 
environment Canada reports were positive.  Stage 1 was completed and we are waiting for the 
fire department’s recommendations due to partial work needing to happen under the driveway.     

f. KS asked about the Bayview parking lot near the B.Ed entrance where the water main broke;  SR 
is talking with the contractort to figure out how to level the parking lot. 
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7. Cynthia closed in prayer 
…asking that the LORD to protect and guide us at Tyndale…in Jesus’ Name, Amen. 
(and thank you Cynthia for all you have done at Tyndale and pray for God’s blessing at your new job!) 

 

 


